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INTRODUCTION

 Several research studies have shown that regular physical 
activity (PA) limit some of the effects of aging in order to preserve 
the quality of life and independence of seniors [1]. However, 
access to exercise programs among older adults is often low 
due to environmental barriers such as difficulty of access to 
infrastructure where these programs are delivered [2]. Another 
option for achieving regular PA practice is to exercise at home. 
In particular, multidirectional exercises (e.g., Pilates or OTAGO) 
have become popular for targeting balance impairments in older 
[3]. However, home-based exercise does not allow for supervision 
and social interaction in its original format (practicing alone 
at home, without supervision). Social isolation and lack of 
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Background: Videoconference combines the convenience of home exercise with the group interaction and supervision of exercise in the community, and 
appears useful for increasing physical activity (PA) level of older people. 

Objective: To assess evidence on the usability of videoconferencing technologies as a medium for a PA intervention delivered synchronously to healthy 
older adults. 

Methods: Four databases (Pubmed/Ovid Medline, Embase, Scopus, and CINHAL) were searched until November 2022 for articles on measures of 
usability, effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction of technology, used to deliver the PA program in older adults. The Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool was used 
for quality assessment. 

Results: A total of 8 studies was included. Our results showed that videoconferencing intervention strategies can be used to deliver a PA intervention, but 
that their effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction are variable depending on the technological medium used. Despite the significant use of videoconferencing 
with the elderly, we identified a small number of studies that evaluate usability. We found a lack of usability testing methods to evaluate technologies used to 
conduct remote PA interventions. 

Conclusion: Measuring the usability of technologies used to deliver PA programs can help develop and evolve them to meet the needs and characteristics 
of older adults. This review has shown that measuring usability supports the conclusion that older adults can use a technology support to monitor an intervention. 
Further research, using standardized tools, is needed to help older adults engage in physical activity.

peer interaction among homebound older adults reduces their 
motivation to exercise [4].

Thus, an ideal form of exercise program for these older adults 
might be to combine the convenience of home exercise with the 
group interaction and supervision of exercise in the community. 
Video conferencing technologies allow a group of older adults 
and a clinician to “meet” from their homes and train together live 
and interactively [5-7]. These systems offer the potential for new 
strategies such as feedback, social support, coaching, and appear 
to be particularly useful for increasing PA [5]. Nevertheless, 
despite their potential benefits, integration of videoconferencing 
systems into daily practice remains rare.

To be used effectively, it is essential that the technology 
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matches the user’s needs (clients and clinicians) [8]. This 
consideration refers to the notion of usability. The International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) described usability as, 
“the degree to which a product can be used, by identified users, 
to achieve defined goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and 
satisfaction, within a specified context of use” [9]. For older adults 
undergoing geriatric rehabilitation, usability is particularly 
crucial, as there are age-related barriers that can hinder eHealth 
use [10]. Therefore, it appears necessary to appraise evidence 
on the usability of videoconferencing solution for providing a PA 
intervention. The objective of this systematic review was to assess 
evidence on the usability of videoconferencing technologies as a 
medium for a PA intervention delivered synchronously to healthy 
older adults.

METHODS

Search strategy

This systematic review was structured according to the 
PRISMA guidelines [11]. The review was conducted by 2 
independent reviewers (LR and BB) using the following four 
leading databases: PubMed/Ovid Medline, Embase, Scopus, and 
CINHAL. The following keywords were identified and combined 
to address the research questions: 1) The target population was 
healthy elderly people. The population was not to be studied 
because of a specific health characteristic (osteoarthritis, post-
fall, motor or cognitive disorders...), 2) videoconference used as 
support of intervention, 3) program of PA as a type of intervention 
and 4) usability as the main purpose. Synonyms were used 
to maximize inclusion. Keyword and related subject heading 
searched using Boolean operators. Publications were included 
until November 2022. The Mesh terms and combinations used 
are listed in Table 1.

Eligibility Criteria

The selection of studies was conducted based on pre-specified 
PICOS [12]:

(1) Participants: older adults (≥65 years old) without health 
problems identified by the articles.

(2) Intervention: Physical exercises delivered via 
videoconferencing technologies. The Telerehabilitation (TR) 
Intervention should have been delivered at home or local 
community contexts.

(3) Comparison: A control group was not necessary for this 
research.

(4) Outcome: The ease of use, efficiency and effectiveness of 
videoconferencing technologies to deliver exercise interventions 
at a distance and the satisfaction or acceptance of older people. 
These criteria attest to the usability of the technology as a 
medium for remote interventions.

(5) Study design: we included Randomised Controlled Trials 
(RCT), non-randomised controlled trials (NRCT), non-controlled 
trials (NCT), crossover and pilot studies without control group.

Non-peer reviewed conference and journal publications, 
review articles, and publications that took place in hospitals, 
rehabilitation centers or care settings were excluded.

Data collection and analysis

Selection of studies. Using Covidence software (Covidence 
systematic review software, Veritas Health Innovation, 
Melbourne, Australia), two authors (LR, BB) reviewed and pre-
screened all titles and abstracts of studies identified by the 
search strategy for possible inclusion according to the selection 
criteria. The full text of the pre-selected articles was checked for 
eligibility. In case of disagreement, discussions were made in 
order to identify a collegiate response and if no consensus could 
be reached, the decision was made by a third author (CSB).

Data extraction. Two authors (LR, AG) extracted data from 
each study meeting the inclusion criteria, using a data collection 
form, with the other authors (BB, CSB, SM) performing a final 
check. We extracted authors’ names, year of study, country, 
objectives, study design, population (i.e. sample size, age and 
place of residence), intervention modalities (e.g. technological 
support, group or individual sessions) and comparator (e.g. 
face-to-face intervention or simply counselling), results and 
conclusions on usability effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction 
of the proposed techonlogies.

Table 1: Research terms

Terms MeSh  
 PubMed, CINHAL, Embase Scopus

Population

((Aged people) OR (Aged adult*) 
OR (Aging) OR (older adult*) OR 
("Older people") OR (Elder*) OR 

(Seniors))

(older adults OR "aged people" 
OR senior OR aging) 

 NOT AND NOT 

 

((Disease) OR (Child*) OR 
(Syndrome) OR (Young) OR 
(Chronic) OR (Fracture) OR 

(Pain) OR (Surgery) OR (Stroke) 
OR (Dysph*) OR (Parkinson) OR 
(Incontinence) OR (Obstruct*) 
OR (Sclerosis) OR (COPD) OR 

(Diabet*) OR (HIV) OR (Alzheimer) 
OR (Arthritis) OR (Dement*) OR 

(Heart) OR (Cancer) OR (Cardia*) 
OR (obesity))

(diabete OR cancer OR 
parkinson OR sclerosis 

OR chronic OR surgery OR 
demencia OR alzheimer OR 

disorders) 

 AND AND

Method of 
intervention

((web-based) OR (teleconferenc*) 
OR (Videoconferenc*) 

OR (Telehealth) OR 
(Telerehabilitation) OR (Tele-

rehabilitation) OR (Teleexercise) 
OR (Tele-exercise)) 

 (visioconference OR 
visioconferencing OR 
teleconferencing OR 

tele-rehabilitation OR 
telerehabilitation OR 

telehealth OR teleexercise) 
 AND AND

Type of 
intervention

((Physical exercise*) OR (Physical 
activit*) OR (Fitness exercise*) OR 
(Remedial exercise*) OR (Exercise 

therap*) OR (Rehabilitation) OR 
(Motor activity) OR (Physical 

fitness) OR (Exercise Movement 
Techniques))

( "physical activity" OR 
"physical exercise" OR 

exercises ) 

 AND AND

Outcomes
((Usability) OR ("ease-of-use") OR 
(efficiency) OR (satisfaction) OR 

(efficacy) OR (effectiveness))

(usability OR "ease-of-use" OR 
efficiency OR satisfaction OR 

efficacy OR effectiveness)
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Quality assessment of studies and risk of bias

Critical appraisal of study quality was independently 
conducted by two reviewers (LR, AG) using the Mixed Methods 
Appraisal Tool (MMAT), a reliable and efficient instrument which 
is suitable for appraising quantitative, qualitative, and mixed 
methods research across multiple disciplines [13-15]. The MMAT 
allows for quality assessment by applying a different set of five 
criteria to diverse study designs, including qualitative, RCT, 
NRCT, observational descriptive and mixed methods.

RESULTS

The search strategy yielded 731 records, from which 515 
abstracts were selected after eliminating duplicates. After title 
and abstract selection, 24 articles were retained for full text 
screening. After reading each publication, 16 publications were 
excluded: 7 publications were not related to an intervention 
delivered via videoconferencing, 5 were not pursuing the 
targeted study objective (no results to evaluate the usability of 
the technology), 3 were not related to our population of interest, 
and 1 was retracted. Finally, 8 full-text publications were included 
(Figure 1).

Included studies

The main characteristics of the studies are summarised in 
Table 2 (Included in Supplementary data).

Publication. None of the included publications were published 
before 2006, 1 study was published in 2006 [16] and 7 between 
2016 and 2022 [7,17-22].

Population. Sample sizes varied across the studies, ranged 
from 7 up to 302 participants. Participants were on average aged 
73.1 [69.6-81] years old.

Intervention. The interventions consisted of the application 
of a PA program inspired by pre-existing home-based activity 
programs, e.g., Gerofit [23], OTAGO [18,22] or yoga and tai chi 
techniques [16] or designed by physiotherapists [24]. Except one 
study [18], which lasted only 3 weeks, PA interventions duration 
ranged from 8 [7,24] to 12 weeks [16,17,22]. The interventions 
were all supervised by health professionals or certified 
trainers. Finally, two studies compared the group receiving a 
remote intervention with a group receiving a recorded remote 
intervention [17] or a control group receiving a traditional 
intervention [22].

Videoconferencing systems. Different terms were used by 
authors to describe the intervention medium: Teleconferencing 
[18], videoconferencing [16,24,25], tele-exercise [19], telehealth 
[22,26], web-based live intervention (17) and virtual-group 
exercise [21]. Similarly, various technological supports were 
used: computer [21,22], smartphone [18], TV screen [16], 
allowing access to various videoconferencing softwares such as 
Zoom® [17,19,24,26], Skype® [18], or Whats’app® [24].

 

Figure 1 Flow chart.
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Critical appraisal of study quality

For the only RCT identified and included in this systematic 
review, the randomization approach was poorly detailed. Blinded 
evaluation was not also specified. Nevertheless, the participants 
were representative of the study population and the authors 
reported good adherence to the intervention [17]. We included 
one quantitative descriptive study [19]. This study contains 
various biases raised by the authors. The pre-selected participants 
were not representative of the study population and only 14% 
of the intervention participants agreed to be interviewed [19]. 
We included one qualitative study [18], one non-randomized 
quantitative study [7] and one quantitative descriptive study 
[16] that were of good quality. Finally, 2 studies followed a 
mixed-model [20,22]. We note that these studies carried out 2 
distinct designs to meet 2 different objectives. In this way, the 
methods do not always complement each other. Nevertheless, 
these studies are of good quality and a good adherence to the 
intervention is reported. The methodologies used in the mixed 
studies are consistent and the participants are representative of 
the populations studied. These results regarding study quality 
are summarized in (Table 3).

Usability of technological support

Effectiveness of technological support: All studies indicate 
that it is possible to deliver PA interventions synchronously via 
videoconferencing technology. Adherence and participation 
rates ranged from 50 to 100% [16,17,22,24]. Reasons given for 
continuing or not continuing exercise were independent of the 
technology used. There were individual characteristics, like lack 
of interest in the intervention or health problems [17]. The high 
attrition of participants in the studies testifies to the effectiveness 
of the technologies used. It appears possible for participants to 
join the interventions conducted remotely. The instructions and 
progression of the exercise were the same as face-to-face [21]. All 
the technological supports have been effective in delivering video 
conferencing intervention programmes.

Efficiency of technological support: Five studies evaluated 
the efficiency of the interventions offered by videoconferencing 

[16,18,19,24,26]. Their results address different issues: ease of 
use and ease of learning, user acceptability of the technology, 
technological reliability, safety and cost.

Ease of use and learn, Ho & Merchant (2022) report that, 
while 79% of respondents acknowledged having the knowledge 
to use the system, 57% (n=24) were apprehensive about using 
the technology. Forty one percent (n=17) disagreed or were 
neutral that the technology is easy to use. However a majority 
(60%, n=25) of respondents agreed with the affirmation 
“technology is easy to learn”. Eighty-six percent (n=36) agreed 
that they could accomplish the task if someone showed them 
or through an instruction manual. The proper use of the tool 
required a learning period from the intervention sessions in 2 
studies. These sessions were either two face-to-face sessions to 
learn about the technology and software [18] or a short 2.5 hours 
training session [16].

Acceptability of the technology, The initial concerns of the 
older people were about installing the equipment and using it 
(sometimes large screens in small spaces) [18]. Nevertheless, the 
majority managed to use the technology without major difficulties 
[16,18]. Where difficulties arose, the use of the technology was 
facilitated by the existence of associated services.

Reliability of the technology, these services could help 
with connection, audio (such as adjusting the volume of the 
microphone) or hardware problems (such as a faulty camera, 
microphone or videoconferencing device audio circuit) that 
could compromise clinician-participant interaction, well as hold 
the intervention [16,18,24]. The technology support chosen to 
be more or less effective depending on the group. Jennings et al. 
(2020) indicate that group size was influenced by the platform 
used. The Veteran affairs platform had limitations on the number 
of people observed simultaneously, while the Zoom platform did 
not.

Security, Hawley-Hague et al., reported that for health 
professionals, a display issue emerged: difficulty in seeing 
contrasts when the senior was dressed in black or if the room light 
was low. This was exacerbated in group sessions as the individual 

Table 3: Critical appraisal of study quality

 Screening 
questions 1. Qualitative studies

2. Quantitative 
randomized controlled 

trials 

3. Quantitative non-
randomized studies

4. Quantitative descriptive 
studies 5. Mixed methods studies

Author, year S1 S2 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5
Granet et al., 2022        0 0 0 0 1                

Hawley-Hague  
et al., 2021 1 1 1 1 1 1 1                     

Ho et al., 2022 1 1                1 1 0 0 1      
Jennings et al., 

2020 1 1           1 1 1 CT 0           

Schwartzt al., 
2021 1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 CT 1      CT 1 1 1 1

Tomita et al., 2016 1 1      0 1 1 0 1                
VanRavenstein  

et al., 2020 1 1 1 1 1 1 1      1 1 1 CT 1      1 1 1 1 1

Wu et Keyes, 2006 1 1                1 1 1 1 1      
Note: 1= yes; 0= No, CT = can't tell
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image was smaller. While these difficulties were not a concern for 
the patients who felt safe to perform the exercises, it raises up 
increased safety concerns according to the professionals. Jennings 
et al., also reported that 95% of participants had reported feeling 
safe during exercise sessions.

Cost, finally, the financial situation of older adults must be 
considered. For 35% of the participants in the study of Ho & 
Merchant (2022), it limited technology use. Similarly, many 
participants were resistant to broadband installation because 
of the cost that would have to be borne once the study was 
completed [18]

Satisfaction: Some people were afraid to have the technology 
installed in their homes, finding it too intrusive [18]. However, as 
reported in many other studies, people were satisfied with the 
overall intervention, the proposed program and the technology 
[16-19,22,24]. They were willing to continue the interventions by 
visioconference if possible [16].

Various advantages of videoconferencing technologies were 
noted. The tool made it possible to limit external risks such as 
frozen roads [16], and was more interesting than telephone 
follow-up, particularly during the follow-up phase [18]. The 
group sessions enabled by the technology provided considerable 
value through the possible interaction between participants and 
the instructor. Schwartz et al., reported that for one person, the 
group activity allowed by videoconferencing helped alleviate 
feelings of loneliness and created a positive atmosphere. 
The instructor’s remote presence via videoconferencing and 
professionalism were appreciated and reassuring [21,24]. Two 
studies reported that the technology delivered an intervention 
in which participants perceived benefits on physical and mental 
well-being [19,24].

DISCUSSION

The use of videoconferencing allows professionals to offer PA 
interventions to older adults despite their isolation. Nevertheless, 
it seemed important to evaluate the usability of the technological 
supports used to propose these interventions while encouraging 
the adherence of the older people. To our knowledge, this is 
the first systematic review to evaluate the usability of various 
technological supports for delivering PA programs to seniors 
via videoconferencing. Our results indicate that intervention 
strategies via videoconferencing are usable, but their usability is 
variable depending on the technological support used.

Usability of videoconferencing technologies

All of the studies included in this review demonstrated the 
effectiveness of technology-based supports in delivering live, 
remote PA interventions, with variable adherence rates (ranging 
from 57% to 100%), sometimes higher than adherence rates for 
exercise programs offered without video conferencing Geraedts 
et al,.Thus, technology was not a deterrent to exercise cessation.

While videoconferencing is effective in providing a live remote 

PA intervention, our results indicate various points of caution. 
Firstly, variations in participants’ adherence to the program could 
be influenced by user characteristics. It may be more difficult to 
use technology for adults inexperienced with technology [17] 
Our results showed that older people may require external 
assistance to use the technology [16,18,19]. These observations 
are consistent with the litterature. Kim et al, reported that 
cardiovascular rehabilitation can be adapted remotely for 
people who are disabled, isolated, or socioeconomically 
disadvantaged older people. Some factors hold back the use of 
technology by older adults users, the main are the cost of the 
technology, followed by its complexity to use technology [29,30]. 
This may justify the importance for obtaining environmental 
supports, i.e. financial support and training opportunities, as it 
appears essential to help older users to overcome technological 
barriers [31]. Secondly, variations in effectiveness technology 
effectiveness could be influenced by device characteristics and 
user satisfaction with the technology. According to our results, 
clinicians and older adults may encounter reliability issues with 
the technology that compromised the intervention and thus 
hindered user satisfaction and safety of older adults [16,22]. 
Some platforms appear to be less usable than others for large 
group interventions [7,18]. For videoconferencing systems, the 
required bandwidth, the security of the transmitted images and 
the importance of reliability are important factors to consider 
[32]. In the event of difficulties with technology, some solutions 
exist, for example [17] suggested that recorded sessions may 
be appropriate for participants who are temporarily unable to 
attend live, online group sessions.

Assessment of usability

Through this synthesis, we have identified different methods 
to assess the usability of videoconferencing technology to deliver 
PA programs to older people. Qualitative interviews, auto-
questionnaires and observations were preferred to assess the 
efficiency of the technological support and the satisfaction of 
the users with the system and the proposed intervention. These 
self-reported collection methods provide relevant information 
about users’ perceptions: if they report positive feelings or 
reactions to a technology, then they are likely to use or reuse it 
[33]. Some studies have also based their measures on theories 
like constructivist grounded theory [22]or the Technology 
Acceptance Model [18]. However, no study used existing 
usability scales such as the System Usability Scale [34] or the 
Quebec User Evaluation of Satisfaction with Assistive Technology 
[35]. While qualitative methods are essential to provide specific 
details that quantitative measures sometimes cannot capture, 
both qualitative and quantitative approaches should be applied 
to the design or improvement of technologies. Albert & Tullis 
emphasize the use of standardized tools as a mean of ensuring 
measurement quality because they are valid, reliable, available 
for comparison purposes.

We also note that no study had assessed all the usability 
attributes defined by the ISO (9) or Nielsen (1993). Most studies 
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assessed elements covering only part of the theoretical concept, 
with satisfaction and effectiveness being the most common 
attributes, while other important aspects such as ease of use or 
safety are left out. This observation is also shared by Sousa & 
Dunn Lopez (2017). The results of their review indicate that the 
questionnaires constructed and used to assess usability in studies 
only assess part of the usability construct. However, it is possible 
that some effectiveness studies did not include the assessment of 
efficiency and satisfaction, as these data could be assessed earlier 
in the intervention design process.

LIMITATIONS

The use of technology has become very popular in recent years, 
attracting much research interest. Yet, despite this popularity, 
quality studies evaluating the usability of technologies are rare. 
This raises questions about the reliability of the information 
disseminated and the importance of conducting rigorous scientific 
research. The level of evidence and the small number of included 
studies (n=8) are the main limitations of our search. We included 
pilot studies because videoconferencing interventions have not 
yet been widely evaluated in healthy older adults. We included 
pilot studies because videoconferencing interventions have not 
yet been widely evaluated in healthy older people. Pilot studies 
often act as a preliminary step for larger research projects [39]. 
These preliminary studies provide a lot of information about the 
feasibility of a targeted method. It aims to i) evaluate the methods 
of recruitment of the population; ii) evaluate the reliability of the 
technological equipment, iii) take into account adverse events 
(related to the technology and the intervention or inherent to 
the safety of the users) [40,41]. These pilot studies thus provide 
evidence that can be used to assess the usability of interventions 
delivered via videoconferencing. However, as revealed by our 
review, the limited number of included studies can be explained 
by the fact that usability testing is rarely mentioned in research 
with seniors. This observation is consistent with Meiland et al, 
who report that usability issues of intervention technologies for 
people with dementia are very poorly studied. Usability testing 
of remote intervention technologies appears to be an emerging 
field whose potential is accentuated during major events, such 
as the COVID-19 pandemic [43]. The democratization of remote 
intervention following the pandemic could lead to an increase in 
studies and publications on this topic. Future research could make 
usability assessment more comprehensive, for example through 
mixed methods promoting mixed models, using standardized 
tools to assess the usability of technologies used with older 
people. This review may be updated in the next few years.

Clinical perspectives

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to a significant shift in 
the trajectory of TR adoption to provide remote PA programs. 
Various studies have been able to find clinical efficacy of remotely 
delivered interventions [13,44]. However, isolation measures and 
COVID-19 restrictions are gradually being removed. Clinicians 
and older adults are no longer required to use remote practice 
models. They can return to their face-to-face practice [45]. In 
addition, clinicians have doubts about the usability of technology 

to ensure the safety of participants and to provide accurate 
feedback [18]. As a result, therapists may stop offering remote 
PA programs. Nevertheless, some participants may prefer to 
perform these remote interventions [45]. PA programs delivered 
via videoconferencing through technology provide access to 
rehabilitation for older adults who do not have access to face-to-
face interventions due to, for example, limited access to facilities, 
particularly in rural areas, and travel difficulties related to aging. 
Thus, continuing to offer TR allows clinicians to meet the diverse 
needs of older adults. The positive aspect of the pandemic may be 
a revision of care delivery models across the continuum, allowing 
for improved accessibility, adaptability. The prospect of further 
research into the usability of technologies is necessary [43].

CONCLUSION

Measuring the usability of technologies used to deliver PA 
programs synchronously to older adults can help to develop 
and evolve them according to the needs and characteristics 
of older adults. This review showed that the measurement 
of usability, efficiency, and effectiveness data concluded that 
older adults can use technology to deliver a PA intervention. 
Similarly, questionnaires and scales were the most used tools 
to measure subjective data of satisfaction and its related 
dimensions Our results showing that older adults consider 
their experience as positive, despite some difficulties (related 
to hardware or connection issues). Further research, using 
standardized tools, is needed to promote clinician and older 
people adherence to videoconferencing interventions supported 
by various technologies; and to ensure the clinical effectiveness 
of interventions.
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